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Abstract. A mechanical stop mechanism is developed in order to compensate MEMS fabrication tolerances in discrete positioning. The mechanical stop mechanism is designed to be implemented on SOI wafers using a common DRIE etching process. The various fabrication tolerances obtained due to the etching process are presented and discussed in the paper. The principle and design of the mechanism are then presented. Finally, experiments on microfabricated positioning prototypes show accurate steps unaffected by the fabrication tolerances.
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1. Introduction

Discrete positioning MEMS, such as switches [1, 2], valves [3], relays [4], positioners [5], braille displays [6], and digital microrobots [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] have limited number of well defined repeatable states called "discrete positions".

The discrete positioning concept has many advantages in MEMS, it allows robust and repeatable positions without feedback. No sensor is needed which simplifies the structure and the integration of the system in complicated environments. This allows going further in miniaturization and avoiding the general problems of sensors in microstructures (size, connectivity, noise accuracy, control laws, etc.).

The positioning accuracy and dimensions tolerances are the key tools in the performance characterization of discrete positioning MEMS. However, the design of these systems is still suffering from the fabrication tolerances where the positioning steps and dimensions after fabrication show unexpected differences from the design.

In the other side, the monolithic structure is an essential characteristic in standard MEMS-based fabrication processes. The structure in these processes is fabricated by etching deeply a flat surface. The components in the as-fabricated configuration are free without residual constraints. This means that the moving part in a discrete positioning MEMS cannot be directly fabricated in a discrete position, which is maintained by other components. Otherwise, the moving part will be fixed to these components. The solution in this case is usually to attach the moving part manually after fabrication in face of a mechanical stop and use its stiffness in order to maintain the position (e.g., stop blocks in [14]).

A mechanical stop mechanism is presented in this paper. The manual activation of this mechanism after fabrication allows inserting the shuttle of a discrete positioning MEMS between two mechanical stops. This results in three positions of the shuttle: as-fabricated position, and 2 discrete positions in face of the mechanical stops. The advantage of this mechanism is that the distances between the three positions are independent from the fabrication tolerances.

In the following, usual fabrication tolerances are introduced and discussed. The principle and design of the mechanical stop mechanism are described. Finally, the experiments on fabricated prototypes of the mechanism are presented.

2. Microfabrication tolerances

Selection of the fabrication process depends upon the specific application, material, tolerance, size of features and aspect ratio. The fabrication tolerances in this paper concern devices that are realized using a classical bulk micromachining of a single-crystalline silicon substrate.

Single-crystalline silicon material is commonly used in a wide variety of MEMS and has many important properties such as an almost perfect elastic behavior with highly repeatable motion and without hysteresis and energy dissipation, long lifetime with little fatigue, low cost and ability to incorporate electronic functionality such as the electrothermal actuators.

Many parameters affect the patterns final form and the resulting tolerances in each step of fabrication. Figure 1 shows the main steps for etching the device layer.

![Figure 1. Etching process. Photoresist deposition and UV light exposure using a photomask (1), photoresist developing (2), DRIE of the silicon layer (3).](image)

Manufacturing the photomask involves unavoidable tolerances. The photomask is a patterned chromium coated glass, the pattern information is created in a cad software and transferred to the photomask using laser or e-beam writer. The patterns in the photomask shows some differences from the design due to the influence of some parameters (laser or electron density, etcher concentration, etching time of the chromium layer, etc.).

In the first step (Figure 1), the wafer is covered with positive photoresist layer by spin coating, then the photoresist is exposed to a pattern of UV light through the photomask.

In the second step, the imaged patterns of the photoresist on the device layer are developed. The tolerances in this step are related to several parameters (photoresist quality, developing time, developer concentration, bake recipes, etc.).

In the third step, the silicon is etched using DRIE, which is one of the most popular fabrication techniques for silicon bulk micromachining. DRIE is characterized by a high etch rate, high selectivity to silicon dioxide
and etching masks and a flexible transition between anisotropic and isotropic etching with the objective of realizing high aspect ratio microstructures and vertical sidewalls.

DRIE is done using Bosch process with alternating passivation ($C_4F_8$) and etching ($SF_6$) steps. However, this fabrication technique induces various fabrication tolerances such as microloading effect [15, 16], notching or footing effect [17], lag effect in the small openings [18], slanted profiles and undercut [19, 20].

These tolerances may affect the mechanical stiffness, displacement, performance of devices in MEMS and would induce a mismatching between the measured dimensions and the designed values.

The various tolerances are dependent on the process parameters (gas flowrate, power, pressure, temperature, cycling time, etc.) but also on the feature sizes. In fact, the etching tolerances evolve with the width of the openings [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

In order to obtain a uniform and homogeneous etching throughout the photomask, the photoresist and the wafer, the silicon layers are etched with a unified opening width in the fabrication process. The fabrication on a wafer with exactly the same parameters and the same opening width leads necessarily to the same form and dimensions of the fabrication tolerances throughout the sidewalls of the patterns, mainly in a local zone of the wafer.

Based on this consideration, gain or loss in the sidewalls dimensions have the same value throughout a microdevice that is locally fabricated on a wafer.

Noting that the layout to be etched contains parts to be released from the device during the fabrication process. The surrounding of these parts is etched which separate them from the device. The existence of these parts make it possible to etch with the same opening width all over the wafer.

Figure 2 shows the variations in width and distance between the sidewalls of two parallel patterns in the design and after fabrication. $\Delta$ is the value of gain or loss in each sidewall dimension after fabrication. Positive values of $\Delta$ are considered when there is a loss in the width of patterns.

As shown in figure 2, due to the uncertainty of dimensions after fabrication, $2\Delta$ is added to the distance between two faced sidewalls ($d \rightarrow d + 2\Delta$) and is subtracted from the distance between two opposite sidewalls ($d + w_1 + w_2 \rightarrow d + w_1 + w_2 - 2\Delta$). Another important feature is that the distance between two sidewalls from the same side (right or left) remains the same after fabrication ($d + w_1 \rightarrow d + w_1$).

### 3. Mechanical stop mechanism

In the design of the mechanical stop mechanism, we take advantage of the effect that the distance between two parallel patterns sidewalls in the design increases and decreases after fabrication according to the different sidewalls.

The mechanical stop mechanism is designed in order to insert a shuttle with one axis displacement between two mechanical stops. These stops ensure an accurate stroke $s$ between two discrete positions of the shuttle and an accurate activation distance $d$ between the shuttle in its as-fabricated position and its first discrete position. The values of $s$ and $d$ are independent from the fabrication tolerances.

Figure 3 shows a drawing of a positioning device where a mechanical stop mechanism is used to define two discrete positions. The shuttle is guided vertically with four curved beams and can be switched using electrothermal actuators.

![Accurate positioning mechanism](image)

Figure 3. Positioning device using a mechanical stop mechanism.

Figure 4.a shows the components of the mechanical stop mechanism, it consists of lower and upper stops and locks and the shuttle. The important distances $d_1$, $d_2$, $d_3$ and $d_4$ between the different components are shown with considering the fabrication tolerances.

The lower and upper stops are designed to be suspended to the lower and upper locks respectively in
from a side and blocking displacement from the other side. The deformable beams in the stops and lower locks are used due to their transversal flexibility during suspension of the different components.

The activation phase is a sequence of several steps which are made manually after fabrication, once for all. In the first step, the upper stop is suspended to the upper lock by moving it upwards a distance $d_4 - 2\Delta$. In the second step, the lower stop is suspended to the lower locks by moving it downwards a distance $d_1 - 2\Delta$. In the third step, the shuttle is pushed beyond the head of the deformable beams in the lower stop. Its position is then limited between the lower and upper stops. Figure 4.b shows the mechanical stop mechanism after activation with the different distances.

The stiffness of the curved beams ensures that the shuttle remains in contact with the lower stop (first discrete position). The second discrete position is when the shuttle becomes in contact with the upper stops.

As shown in figure 4.b, the initial displacement $d$ of the shuttle and the stroke $s$ between the two discrete positions are independent from the fabrication tolerances:

$$d = d_2 - d_1$$

$$s = d_4 + d_3 - (d_2 - d_1)$$

(1)

In result, the mechanical stop mechanism compensates the fabrication tolerances, defines accurately the stroke between the 2 discrete positions and places the shuttle in its first position where the stiffness of the curved beams holds the shuttle.

4. Experiments on positioning devices

Some prototypes of the positioning device with mechanical stop mechanisms were fabricated on SOI wafers (100µm device layer, a 2µm buried oxide and a 380µm handle layer). The width of the openings in the device layer are unified to 20µm in the fabrication process in order to ensure homogeneous etching conditions throughout the wafer.

The internal dimensions of these prototypes are equivalent to $7mm \times 2.9mm$. The mechanical stop mechanism allows defining any value for the stroke $s$. It is chosen to be equivalent to 10µm in the prototypes. The distance $d_3$ is equivalent to the unified opening width in the device layer (i.e. $d_3 = 20\mu m$). The distances $d_1$ and $d_4$ must contain 2 triangular heads which are separated by the width of the opening between them. $d_1$ and $d_4$ are chosen to be equivalent to 40µm in the prototype. Higher values of $d_1$ and $d_4$ allow higher sizes of the triangular heads which increases and enhances the contact surface between them. The distances $d$ and $d_2$ are then calculated from (1) ($d = 50\mu m$ and $d_2 = 90\mu m$).
After suspending the stops to their activated positions, the displacement of the stops in the backward directions is constrained by the locks. As for the other direction, due to the stiffness of the elastic beams that relate the stops to the outer support, the lower stop remains stable in the suspended position without displacement unless the applied forces exceed $14.5 \text{ mN}$ in the downward direction, and the upper stops remain stable in the suspended position unless the applied forces exceed $15 \text{ mN}$ in the upward direction. The value of these retraction forces can be changed with respect to the elastic beams dimensions.

The curved beams, which relate the shuttle to the outer support, are used due to the specific evolution of their snapping forces, which start to decrease after a certain limit of displacement [21]. Thereby, the dimensions of the curved beams are chosen to ensure a significant holding force in the first position and to avoid high loads on the actuators while switching to the second position.

The snapping force of the curved beams used in the prototypes is equivalent to $4.4 \text{ mN}$ at the first position ($50 \mu m$) and to $4.15 \text{ mN}$ at the second position ($60 \mu m$). In contrast to the positioning, the values of the different forces is still dependent from the fabrication tolerances.

After fabrication, the activation phase is made manually as explained previously using the needle of a Probehead PH100.

Afterwards, the experiments were made on several prototypes by supplying the actuators by voltage steps through the needles of the probeheads that are placed on the gold pads.

Prototypes were fabricated on several wafers and distributed in different places in the wafer. It was remarked that the fabrication tolerances were different from a wafer to the other. For example, the tolerance per edge on the photomask was equivalent to $0.2 \mu m$. The tolerance per edge on the developed photoresist before etching was equivalent to $0.8 \mu m$ on a wafer and to $1.1 \mu m$ on another wafer. Finally, the tolerance per edge of silicon patterns after DRIE was equivalent to $1.4 \mu m$ on a wafer and to $1.8 \mu m$ on another wafer. Those various tolerances were compensated on all the tested devices as measured using a specific camera that is mounted on the top of an optical microscope.

Figure 5 shows a positioning device prototype before and after switching the shuttle between the first and second positions. The switching time is about $20 \text{ ms}$ after applying a voltage of $18 \text{ V}$ on the actuators.

The experiments show that the positioning device works properly and the measurements using the camera show that the displacement of the shuttle (i.e. $d$ and $s$) is independent from the fabrication
tolerances. The mechanical stop mechanism combines the advantages of discrete positioning, monolithic and compliant structures. Its simplicity allows it to be used in more complex systems for accurate switching applications and more advanced tasks. The design dimensions can be adjusted as required for each application.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new concept of a mechanical stop mechanism that compensates the tolerances resulting from the fabrication process and defines accurately the activation distance and displacement stroke between two discrete positions.

The principle and design of the mechanical stop mechanism and the different components were presented. Some prototypes of a positioning device with mechanical stop mechanism were fabricated on SOI wafers and the experiments showed accurate positioning without the influence of the fabrication tolerances.
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